Marker sizes are proportional to the number of identical MIRU-VNTR haplotypes so that larger markers indicate clustered isolates. In panels A and B, marker color indicates the spoligotypederived family of the corresponding isolate, illustrating the high prevalence of Haarlem and T isolates. In panels C and D, marker color indicates normalized THD with long timescale (200y). Haplotypes in dense regions (upper-left and -right areas of the first MDS plane and central area of the second MDS plane) were assigned elevated THD measures even when the number of identical haplotypes was low (small markers), while haplotypes in low-density regions were assigned low THD values even when several identical haplotypes were clustered (larger markers). A shorter timescale of 20y was used in panels E and F. Compared to the 200y timescale, clusters of identical haplotypes were assigned higher THD measures even when lying in low-density areas, while non-clustered haplotypes were assigned lower THD measures even when lying in high-density areas.
Supplementary Figure S3. Variations of short-and long-term time-scaled haplotypic densities (THD) with patient age and French-native status in 1,641 MTBC-infected patients.
Shown are scatterplots of THD with respect to age in French-native and non-native patients (blue and red dots, respectively), and spline regression curves of THD on age for all patients and native and non-native subsets. Y-axis clipped to the center of THD distribution for readability. A 20y shortterm THD timescale (THD-20) was used to reflect MTBC epidemicity (A). THD-20 decreased with age in the cohort, however this decrease was observed in native patients, not non-native patients. THD-200 was used to reflect endemicity (B). The cohort-wise increase of endemicity with age was still observed in both native and non-native subgroups but exhibited different patterns. 
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